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created" (p. 65), the author gets down, by page 142, to a subject he obviously knows a
great deal about: chronicling the invention of measuring instruments, particularly
electrical ones. Historians ofthis subject will have to be the finaljudges as to whether
Professor Sydenham's dense text and extensive bibliography are accurate, complete,
and useful as a work ofreference. In his self-confessed pursuit for a "single historical
perspective" (preface), however, he makes tentative sorties into other areas. Medicine
is represented by Ludwig's kymograph, Marey's sphygmograph, and Verdin's
sphygmometrograph. Ludwig's kymograph is, of course, central to any history of
measurement in medicine. But what about Poiseuille? Why Marey's sphygmograph
and not Dudgeon's? Why the sphygmograph at all? What about the
sphygmomanometer? In addition Professor Sydenham omits from his bibliography
the two most important articles on this whole subject.I Medicine makes a brief
reappearance later in an account of the electrocardiograph. Einthoven, of course, is
credited with having recorded the first E.C.G. with surface electrodes. Waller is not
mentioned. It is not better to mislead than not to lead at all.
Amongst his many cryptic pronouncements, however, in a phrase I shall cherish,
Professor Sydenham describes exactly the sort ofrelationship I have to this book. It is
an ongoing "situation of adequate noninteraction" (p. 51). And, to give him another
final word, "In modern times many a major project has failed for lack of measure-
ment forethought and investigation" (p. 51).
Christopher Lawrence
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This collection of essays deals chiefly with the misconceptions about female com-
plaints and female professions in history. Some of these misconceptions arose
unconsciously in people's minds, but the majority were fostered by the jealous
upholders ofmale superiority. Often wrong thought-associations were the cause, as in
the case ofmenstruation which was regarded as a sign offemale imperfection, because
of the comparison with the wounded and sick. The changes ofdetail in this enduring
attitude through the centuries makecompelling reading. Essentially menstruation was
regarded as a sign ofsin, and the woman as.containing poison with all its implications.
The fluctuating importance of the hymen in social history is another theme treated;
and similarly, the role played by the midwife, which increased and decreased.
Hysteria was dismissed by men as a typically femininecomplaint.
The first essay is a short history ofgynaecology and midwifery. The last essay is a
history of the concept of the power of imagination in medicine shown in such writers
as Marcellus Donatus, Thomas Fienus, and J. B. Van Helmont. The latter thought
that images causing disease could be produced by the spleen and by the uterus. The
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idea ofthe imagination influencing the shape ofthe developing foetus was in existence
before and after Van Helmont. In the eighteenth century the image-making faculty
was transferred to the brain. The nineteenth-century conception that only what is in
the outside world is real was replaced during the twentieth century by the thought that
what goes on in people's minds can havejust as much reality.
Dr. Fischer-Homberger's book is pervaded by adeep humanity and a strong fellow-
feeling for ill-treated and misunderstood women throughout history. But far fron
stridently bemoaning their fates, she keeps her keen sense ofhumour throughout.
Marianne Winder
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Gyn/Ecology is not so much about gynaecology as it is about the complex web of
interrelationships between women and their environment. Mary Daly charts the pollu-
tion of this female ecosystem by male-centred ideology, setting out to destroy false
perceptions imposed by the language and myths of patriarchal society. The aim is
partly achieved by coining new, feminist, words(hag-ology forhagiology, crone-ology
for chronology), and partly by reinterpreting some key moments in women's history.
The customs of suttee, footbinding, and circumcision, the massacre of women as
witches in renaissance Europe, and the stultifying sexism of modern American
gynaecology and psychotherapy are stripped oftheir conventional (male) explanations
and are shown as real atrocities committedby men on women.
But Gyn/Ecology is a feminist manifesto, and isdifficult to read. More accessible is
Jan Raymond's The transsexual empire, a book about the power wielded by male-
dominated medicine. Raymond argues that a society such as ours, which encourages
role conformity based on biological sex, will naturally turn to sex-conversion surgery
rather than yield to what it sees as a threatened obliteration of these roles. The
transsexual is thus the victim of a horrendous plot to maintain the sexual status quo.
To change one's sex by surgical means is seen here not as the solution to a personal
crisis, but as unthinking conformity to stereotyped ideas about male and female,
stereotypes that are created by men and reinforced by the medical machine. Men who
wish to become women have to prove their willingness to conform to the masculine
image of womanhood; women wishing to become men have to pass the same male-
oriented test. Through their very existence reconstructed individuals therefore affirm
the male world-view: those who are in a unique position to turn their "gender agony"
into an effective protest against the social structures and roles that created the
dilemma in the first place, fail to do so.
Together these books offer genuinely new interpretations for familiar themes. They
must be welcomed for their insistence on seeking answers not from the individuals
concerned but from society at large.
Janet Browne
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